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ERRATA

Page 6, par. 1, line 5: units of So"(photon/cm2-sec) '' should be "(photon/cmLsec)"

Page 10, par. 1, line 2: "(o/p)/(p/la_)" shoud be "(o/p). (p/lus)"

Page 17, par. 3, line 6: "value of r" should be "value of x"

Page 17, par. 4, line 1: "value of r" should be "value of x"

Page 24, Equation (3.2): term in front of integral sign "l/p" should be "1/O"

Page 34, last line: "N/A + I/A" should be "N/A + I/A"
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ABSTRACT

This tutorial is intended for those in the environmental field who perform assessments in

areas where there is radioacfi_,e contamination in the surface soil. Techniques will be

introduced for performing on-site quantitative measurements of gamma radiation in the

environment using high resolution germanium detectors. A basic understanding of ionizing

radiation principles is assumed; however, a detailed knowledge of gamma spectrometry

systems is not required. Emphasized is the practical end of operations in the field and the

conversion of measured full absorption peak count rates in a collected spectrum to

meaningful radiological quantities, such as the concentration of a radionuclide in the soil,

activity per unit area, and dose rate in the air. The theory of operation and calibration

procedures will be covered in detail to provide the necessary knowledge to adapt the

technique to site-specific problems. Example calculations for detector calibration are also

provided.
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FOREWORD

Most of us who deal with aspects of ionizing radiation in the environment are familiar
with basic dose rate measurements using survey instruments. Perhaps we can recall those
times where we have walked about a site with a meter in our hand and measured external
radiation levels. This constitutes an in situ measurement in its most basic form, one which
deals with a single parameter such as the exposure rate. For more information, one can take
a sample from this same site, perhaps soil, and return it to the laboratory for analysis.
Gamma-ray counting on a germanium (Ge) detector might then be employed to determine
the specific radionuclides present in the sample. This could be done for strictly qualitative
purposes or perhaps to convert measured concentrations of radionuclides in the samples to
the exposure rate at the original site using conversion factors. The technique of in situ spec-
trometry combines elements of both of these methods for characterizing the external radiation
field. By using a high resolution Ge spectrometer placed over the ground, a spectrum of
gamma radiation collected in the field can be used to identify radionuclides present in a
qualitative manner by simply looking for the presence of peaks at characteristic energies. At
a higher level of sophistication, one can convert the measured peak count rate into some
more meaningful quantity such as the concentration of these nuclides in the soil or, in the
case of deposited fallout, the activity per unit area. It is also possible to infer the contri-
bution of each individual nuclide to the dose rate in air. This tutorial will introduce you to
these techniques, known as "in situ gamma-ray spectrometry". A generalized approach is
taken so that the individual will be able to adapt the technique to unique situations. To this
end, a basic grounding in the theory is given, however short-cut methods are also presented
for those who may use the technique for approximate measurements. For more detail on
certain aspects, appropriate references are given.
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INTRODUCTION

The term in situ is taken from Latin and translates to "in the original place". Thus, given
a site where radioactivity and radiation levels are under investigation, the term "in situ
gamma-ray spectrometry" implies that a spectrum of the ambient gamma-ray flux would be
collected at the site and analyzed, principally to identify and quantify the radionuclides
present. Sometimes, a less academic term is used, i.e., "field gamma-ray spectrometry,"
which implying that one is in the outdoor environment.

The technique of in situ spectrometry had its origins during the time of atmospheric
nuclear weapons testing where it was found to provide quick, reliable information on the
components of the outdoor radiation environment. It provided a means to separate natural
background from man-made sources and give quantitative results. Over the years, it has
been employed by various groups for assessing radiation sources in the environment not
only via ground based detectors, but with aircraft systems as well. It proved particularly
useful following the Chernobyl accident and was employed by a number of European
laboratories. It should prove adaptable to site assessments in the current era of environ-
mental restoration.

The power in the technique of in situ spectrometry lies in the fact that a detector placed
over a ground surface measures gamma radiation from sources over an area of several
hundred square meters. As an example of the effective ground area being measured by a
detector at 1 m above the ground, Figure 1.1 shows the relative contribution to the fluence
from different rings of ground area about the detector for a typical source of fallout 137Cs
(gamma energy of 662 keV) in the environment. The "field of view" for the detector would
be larger for higher energy sources and for sources closer to the soil surface. In contrast, a

soil sample would represent an area of but a few tens or hundreds of square centimeters. In
practice, an effective characterization of a site would involve in situ spectrometry in conjunc-
tion with soil sampling. As part of an overall program, in situ spectrometry provides a
means to assess the degree of contamination in areas during the course of operations in the
field, thus guiding the investigator on where to collect samples. It can also substantially re-
duce the number of samples that need to be collected and subsequently analyzed.

Some of the limitations of in situ spectrometry need to be pointed out from the start. Due
to the nature of radiation transport through matter (the soil and air), it is for the most part
limited to the measurement of gamma and, to some extent, x-ray emitters. Even so, the
attenuation properties of soil are such that buried sources are not likely to be detected with
measurements performed above ground. At 662 keV, 30 cm of soil will cut out about 97% of
the primary flux from a buried point source. Of course, a detector can be lowered into a
bore hole for measuring a buried source and techniques applied for interpreting a collected
spectrum. While this constitutes an in situ measurement in the broad sense of the term, it
will not be addressed in this tutorial. We will instead limit the subject area to measurements
performed near ground level, where the distribution of the source is expected to be spread
out over a fairly large area and where the source is at or near the surface of the soil.
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Figure 1.1. Contribution to total 662 keV primary flux at 1 m above ground for a typical
137Cssource distribution.
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SECTION 1. INSTRUMENTATION

DETECTORS

Although measurements can be conducted with sodium iodide (NaI) scintillation
detectors, as they were in the 1960s, the energy resolution of Ge solid-state detectors and the
fact that they are available with efficiencies as great a,, that of a 3x3 inch NaI detector make
them the detectors of choice. As with any counting system, the size of the detector that is
needed is related to the source strength, the counting time, and the desired statistical count-
ing error. For typical environmental radiation fields, a detector with a quoted 25% efficiency
would be large enough to give a 5% (1 o) counting error for natural emitters given a 1 hour
count time. A quick 10 minute count would be sufficient to provide lower limits of detection
on the order of 100 Bq m "2for many common fission products residing at the surface of the
soil. Higher sensitivity and/or reduced counting times can be achieved with larger detectors.
Depending upon the application, a smaller detector might actually be a better choice in order
to reduce counting dead time when making measurements in highly contaminated areas.

Another consideration is the choice between a P type and an N type Ge crystal. For
applications that involve the measurement of low energy gamma rays, such as from 241Am
(59.5 keV), the N type has better sensitivity. Figure 1.1 shows a comparison in the efficiency
between two typical detectors.
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Figure 1.1. Comparison in the efficiency between two typical detectors.
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Older lithium drifted Ge detectors can function perfectly well, however, the fact that
intrinsic or high-purity Ge detectors can warm up without damage makes them the most
suitable for field work.

Quality Ge detectors can be expected to have energy resolutions of 2 keV or better at
1332 keV. Better energy resolution allo,vs a greater separation of two peaks that are close in
energy. Also, each individual peak is narrower and therefore lower statistical counting errors
are achieved since there is less continuum counts under the peak.

Modern Ge detectors are equipped with built-in preamplifiers. For field work where
battery power is used, it is important to specify a low-power preamplifier when ordering a
detector. This will extend the operational time in the field since the preamplifier is a princi-
pal draw on power.

Although measurements in the field can be performed with a Ge detector in almost any
type cryostat-dewar configuration, performance and ease of handling is best achieved with a
small dewar (1 to 2 liters) that can be tripod mounted with the detector facing down. For
convenience, a 24 hour liquid nitrogen holding time is desirable as this then requires filling
only once a day, although it may be safer to maintain a twice a day schedule. Ge detectors
can also be cooled with electrically powered apparatus, however, this may not be as conven-
ient for field use with battery-powered equipment. It is possible to mate small dewars to
automatic filling apparatus in the laboratory or to larger gravity-feed storage dewars. As for
orientation, a detector facing sideways (the axis of symmetry parallel to the ground) should
be avoided because it introduces complicated angular corrections.

PULSE HEIGHT ANALYZERS

A Ge detector can be connected to a full laboratory instrumentation package that is
carried in a van and powered with a motor generator or battery bank. This was the norm in
the early days of field spectrometry. Today, it is far more convenient to make use of portable
battery-powered analyzers that are specifically designed for field work. These units not only
serve as multichannel pulse height analyzers, but they also provide preamplifier power and
high voltage to the detector. This type of analyzer with the Ge detector and a set of connect-
ing cables is all that is needed for a complete spectrometry system. Also available now are
portable laptop computer-based systems which have the capability to run more sophisticated
analysis programs. An overnight recharge is generally sufficient to provide 8 hours of opera-
tional time in the field for either the full-function analyzer or the computer-based system. In
the latter case, the computer can be shut off to conserve its own limited battery supply, while
a spectrum continues to collect in the memory of the analyzer base unit.

One additional component needed for practical application of in situ spectrometry is a
method of spectrum storage since it is likely that many spectra will be collected during the
course of a site investigation. Some portable analyzers have built-in mini-cassette data stor-
age capability, while others rely on an external portable audio cassette recorder. The PC-
based systems have the advantage of being able to store numerous spectra directly on the
internal disk drive.
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FIELD SETUP

The ideal site for collecting a spectrum would be a large (20 m diameter or more) fiat,
open area with little or no natural or man-made obstructions. The area to be measured can
be scanned first with a suitably sensitive survey meter to insure that there is rough unifor-
mity in background dose rate. It is also possible to move the Ge detector about and obtain
quick spectra (1 to 5 minutes), observing that a full absorption peak count rate does not
change substantially for a nuclide under study. For measuring fallout that was deposited in
the past, the land should not have been dist,,_rbedby plowing or by wind or water erosion.
For standard measurements, the detector (Ge crystal) should be at a height of 1 m above the
ground, although a variation of as much as 50 cm in either direction will not introduce a
large error. While collecting a spectrum, personnel should stand away from the detector.
Since the operator may wish to examine the spectrum during collection, it is best to po3ition
the analyzer away from the detector using cable lengths of a few meters.

As with any gamma-ray spectrometer system, the amplifier gain and analyzer conversion
rate must be adjusted to provide a spectrum in the energy region of interest. For environ-
mental gamma radiation, this would be from about 50 keV out to 2.615 MeV, normally the
highest energy line seen. For a 4000 channel analyzer, a conversion rate of 1 keV per channel
will suffice in most cases, although 0.5 keV per channel may be desirable in certain situations
to take advantage of the higher energy resolution of the detector at low energies.
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SECTION 2. THEORY

BASIC CALIBRATION PARAMETERS

For sample analysis in the laboratory, calibrations are generally performed with solutions
in the same counting geometry or spiked matrices such as soil and vegetation. In principle,
one could calibrate a Ge detector for field use with very large (approaching an infinite half-
space) calibrated areas as well. A far more convenient and flexible approach is to calculate
the flux distribution on the detector for a given source geometry, determine the detector
response with calibrated point sources and then perform an integration.

The fundamental quantities used for in situ spectrometry include full absorption peak
count rate (N), fluence rate (_), and source activity (A). In practice, one would like a single
factor to convert from the measured peak count rate in a spectrum to the source activity level
in the soil or the dose rate in air. This factor can be calculated from three separately deter-
mined terms as follows:

where Nf/A is the full absorption peak count rate at some energy, E, from a gamma tran-
sition for a particular isotope per unit activity of that isotope in the soil; No/_ is the full
absorption peak count rate per unit fluence rate for a plane parallel beam of photons at
energy, E, that is normal to the detector face; NJN ois the correction factor for the detector
response at energy, E, to account for the fact that the fluence from an extended source in the
environment will not be normal to the detector face but rather distributed across some range
in angles; and O/A is the fluence rate at energy, E, from photons arriving at the detector
unscattered due to a gamma transition for a particular isotope per unit activity of that
isotope in the soil.

The term No/O is purely detector dependent, while the term N_/N o is dependent on both
the detector characteristics and the source geometry. These two terms will be covered in the
following section on detector calibration. The term _/A is not dependent on the detector
characteristics but rather on the source distribution in the soil and will be dealt with in the

following sections.

UNSCATTERED FLUX

The theoretical model for an in situ measurement is illustrated in Figure 2.1. A gamma
detector is located above a source that is distributed in, or deposited on, a volume of soil.
Let rD be the vector which designates the position of the detector relative to the origin O.
Moreover, let r designate the position of a differential volume of soil, and let rt designate the
location of the air-ground interface. For a gamma source of energy E, the total unscattered
flux is given by:
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where fir) is the source strength at r, Ps/P is the mass attenuation coefficient for soil (cm2 g-l)
and Ih/P is the mass attenuation coefficient for air.

o rD Detector

r -- r.
D i

Air P"a r

/Scattered

Soil P-s r.-- rI

Unscattered ,_
Photon E

Volume
fir) dV

Figure 2.1. Theoretical model for an in situ measurement.

SOURCE DISTRIBUTIONS

The most common natural sources of gamma radiation in the environment are the gamma
emitters in the 23813and z3zThseries and _K. Anthropogenic sources include deposition from
weapons testing and reactor effluent in the form of fallout. It is generally assumed that
activities of fallout in the soil vary only with depth, while the natural radionuclides would be
distributed uniformly.

The distribution of naturally occurring gamma emitters can then be expressed as

j_.) = Sv (2.3)

where Sv is the soil activity per unit volume (photons/cm3-s). In the case of fallout that has
not been driven into the soil, such as fresh fallout from weapons testing, a plane source
would seem most plausible. We have
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where S^ is the surface activity (photons/cm2-s) and z' is the distance from the detector to
the air-ground interface. Aged fallout is reasonably approximated by an exponential distri-
bution of the form

where ix is the inverse of the relaxation length (cm), p is the soil density (g crn'_),and SOis
the surface activity (photon/cm2-s).

In general, one relaxation length is that thickness of shield that will attenuate the flux to
I/e of its original density. Since we are dealing with a source term, the source depth para-
meter, Ix/p, indicates the degree of self-absorption that will occur due to the penetration of
the fallout into the soil matrix. Fo_"example, assuming a soil density of 1.6 g cm"3and a
relaxation length of 1 mm will yield a source depth parameter of 6.25 cm2 g-l. The relaxation
length in this case indicates that the fallout has penetrated the soil to the extent that 63% of
the activity is contained within the first millimeter of soil. This is considered to be a very
shallow distribution. Alternatively, a relaxation length of 10 cm will yield a source depth
parameter of .0625 (cm2 g-l), and this is considered to be a deep distribution. We note that
the product pz is the mass depth and is more fundamentally related to flux than linear depth
z because the number of atoms per unit length of soil is dependent upon the soil density.
For the remainder of this section we will always assume a soil density of 1.6 g cm"3.

It is convenient to think of the uniform and plane distributions as special cases of the
exponential distribution. The plane distribution is obtained in the limit Ix_ ._, and the uni-
form distribution is the case where Ix = 0. It must be pointed out that in terms of evaluating
equation 2.2 for the flux, each case must be treated separately. The flux for a uniform distri-
bution, for example, cannot be obtained in the limit Ix_ 0. In the case of a uniform distribu-
tion, we are specifically referring to the natural emitters whose concentration is independent
of depth, while in the case of fallout deposition, the flux from a uniform distribution obtain-
ed in the limit ix --#0 must, as we shall see later, vanish.

In general any distribution that varies in the z direction can be approximated by a
superposition of plane sources buried at various depths.

J_Z)= _ SIS(Z- Z_) (Z6)
i

This distribution is useful for the case where there is markedly different soil strata of
varying nuclide concentration.

The arrangement suggested in Figure 2.1 can be simplified by assuming a flat air-ground
interface and infinite volume of soil. This particular geometry is referred to as an infinite
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half-space. Our specific model used to evaluate this case is illustrated in Figure 2.2. The
detector is positioned at the origin, with the air-ground interface located a distance h below
the detector. Hence, the ideal set-up for an in situ measurement would be a large, fiat open
field with little or no surface features and no obstructions that could substantially reduce the
photon flux.

k
Detector

/
h

Air

dV Soil

z-axis

Figure 2.2. Theoretical model used in calculating flux.
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PHOTON FLUX CALCULATION

Assuming an exponential distribution, equation 2.2 can now be written as

where co = sece, p(z - h) is the mass depth of soil, and pah is the mass depth of air. The
exact solution to (2.7) is

,So 2 Pa P, P Pa)Pa

The function El(x) is known as the exponential integral and is defined as

G- t
(2.9)dt

t

Figure 2.3 is a plot of E_(x). It is important to note how rapidly El(x) falls off with x.

For a uniform distribution we have

4> = 2_r'[" Sv eXD(-P-J"p(z - h)o - P__op_o/dodz (?_10)
Oh,I1 4_(0 "_ p Pa )

where Sv is the soil activity per unit volume (photons cm'3-s). The exact solution to (2.10) is
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The flux from a plane source distribution can be obtained from equation 2.8 in the limit
alp_,_.

For a plane source distribution we have

¢_ _ 1 £(1_, )So 2 l("p"adp_ (2.12)

Flux computations can be performed on a case by case basis, however, it is convenient and
sufficiently accurate to use the results of Beck et al. (1972), which were performed for a stan-
dard height of 1 m for a soil with a representative mix of elements. The total fluence is tabu-
lated in Table 1 of that report for various values of _/p at different energies. The distribu-
tion with respect to the angle 0 can be found in Table 6 of the same report.
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DEPENDENCE OF THE FLUX ON THE

PARAMETERS (z/o AND _l.s/p

We see in equation Z8 that the flux from an exponentially distributed source depends on
the product (c_/p)/(p/l_). This term can be expressed as (1/p.)/(l/c0, which is just the
mean-free-path (MFP) for a photon of energy E in soil per unit relaxation length. If
(1/1_)/(1/¢z) > 1, then a minimum of 63%of the fallout is within 1 MFP of the air-ground
interface. So for the case of a very shallow distribution, (1/1_)/(1/00 can be quite large.
Since the term E1[p_/Pa (1 + (¢z/p)/(p/l_( Pah))] goes to zero faster than the exponential
diverges, the flux from a shallow distribution approaches the flux from a plane source distri-
bution in the limit o_/p _ oo. This fact is reflected in Figure 2.4. Here we have a plot of
_/So as a function of o_/p for several different energies. Note the flatness of the graphs for
c_/p > 100. However, since typical values for c_/p obtained from soil samples rarely exceed
6.25 cm 2 g.l, and since the source geometry for this model assumes a perfectly smooth inter-
face, the case of a plane source distribution is unrealistic for most in situ measurements.

Relaxation length (cm)

625 100 10 1 0.1 0.01 0.001

2.5 i .... l........ i........ i........ v........ i ........ i,,,i 2.5

2-. 2 2
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. / /source strength 1 " 2ookeV I-'-" 1

0.5 _ _/ 0.5
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Figure 2.4. Flux per unit source strength for an exponential source distribution
as the function of the source depth parameter ((z/p) and the

relaxation length (1/¢x) for four different energies.
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For the case of a very deeply distributed source, (I/_Ls)/(I/a) is nearly zero. It follows
from equation 2.8 that in the limit a/p --, 0, the flux vanishes. That is, the flux from a deep-
ly distributed source has diluted its concentration to the point that no photons are able to
reach the detector without interacting with the soil. This too is reflected in Figure 2.4. Note
that the flux approaches zero as a/p --) O.

Figure 2.5 is a plot of the flux a function of energy for a uniform depth profile. It must
be emphasized that this situation is not to be confused with the deeply distributed source
described previously. The uniform source distribution arises primarily with the natural
emitters and not from fallout.

2 , , ,w • w . i, • , , • ,,, • ,

10

!

8

Flux per unit
source strength 6

4

2

0 I I i I

0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000

Energy (keV)

Figure 2.5• Flux per unit source strength for a uniform depth profile as a function of energy.

DEPENDENCE OF THE FLUX ON THE SOURCE GEOMETRY

Figures 2.6 and 2.7 show the fraction of the total flux as a function of the horizontal
distance from the detector for several energies. Figure 2.6 is for a deep distribution, while
Figure 2.7 is for a shallow one. The essential point is the relationship between the source
distribution and the contribution to the total flux from various horizontal distances. For
c_/p = 6.25 cm2 g.l, roughly 40% to 50%of the flux comes from horizontal distances greater
than 10 m, while for a/p = 0.0625 cm2 g.1, only about 10%to 20% of the flux comes from
distances greater than 10 m. The immediate implication of this fact is that for the accurate
measurement of recent fallout deposition, corrections for a limited half space may be
necessary if the site to be measured has obstructions within a 100-m radius.
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Figure 2.6. Fraction of the to_al flux as a function of radial distance from the detector for a
source depth parameter a/p = 0.0625.
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Figure 2.7. Fraction of the total flux as a function of radial distance from the detector
for a source depth parameter a/p = 6.25.
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Figures 2.8 and 2.9 show the fraction of the total flux as a function of the linear depth
beneath the air-ground surface interface for several energies. Figure 2.8 is for a deep
distribution, while Figure 2.9 is for a shallow one. Here, the essential point is that even for a
relatively deep distribution ((x/p = 0.0625 crn2 g.l), over 90% of the total flux comes from the
first 10 cm of soil. The situation is even more extreme in the case of a shallow distribution.
In Figure 2.9 we can see that roughly 75%of the total flux comes from the first I mm of soil.
In the case of a/p = 6.25 cm2 g.l, 63% of the total concentration lies within the first
millimeter of soil.
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Figure 2.8. Fraction of the total flux as a function of depth and mass depth in the soil
for a source depth parameter (x/p = 0.0625.
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Figure 2.9. Fractionof the total flux as a function of depth and mass depth in the soil
for a sourcedepth parameter ot/p = 6.25.
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OTHER FACTORS AFFECTING FLUX

Excessive ground roughness effectively provides additional self-absorption and therefore
makes the source appear more deeply distributed.

Variations in soil density are effectively factored out of the relationship because the con-
centration of radionuclides in the soil is given per unit mass. Thus, a soil with twice the nor-
rnal density will have half the concentration and therefore provide half the flux.

The precise soil composition is generally not needed. A typical soil composition might
consist of 68% silicon dioxide, 14% aluminum oxide, 5% iron oxide, 5% carbon dioxide, and
10% water. Varying the soil composition will affect the flux through the mass attenuation
coefficients. The variation in soil composition will, in the very extreme cases, result in a few
percent error in the flux for medium and high energy photons. Figure 2.10 shows the rela-
tive error in the flux for a i% deviation from the assumed mass attenuation coefficient of soil
as a function of the source depth parameter. As one would expect, the more deeply distil-
buted source is more sensitive to the specific soil composition. Clearly, a low energy, deeply
distributed source requires the specific mass attenuation coefficient to ultimately determine
an accurate source activity.
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Figure 2.10. Relative error in the flux due to a 1% uncertainty in the
mass attenuation coefficient of soil.
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Since at a height of I m, the mass depth of air is typically one-tenth the mass depth of
soil, uncertainty in the flux due to a deviation from the assumed mass attenuation coefficient
of air is regarded as negligible. However, variations in the density of air could produce as
much as a 5% to 7% error in the flux for a very shallow distribution. For purposes of in situ
spectrometry, variations in the air density occur only with altitude. Figure 2.11 shows the
relative error in the flux as a function of height for several different energies and two differ-
ent source distributions. We have assumed that the density of air decreases exponentially
with the height above sea level and a scaling height of 7 kin. This figure demonstrates the
necessity to correct for air density for fresh fallout at high altitudes.

Height above Sea Level (km)

Figure 2.11. Relative error in the flux due to changes in the air density as a
function of height above sea level. For the o¢/p = 0.0625, the order

of the energies is identical to 6.25.
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S_CTION 3. DETECTOR CALIBRATION

RESPONSE AT NORMAL INCIDENCE

The response of the detector to photons at normal incidence is represented by the term
No/4_which v;as introduced in equation 2.1 in the previous section. In general, the response
of a detector to incident photon fluence is a complex function of a number of factors such as
crystal size, shape, mounting, housing, and inactive volume regions. Estimates of these para-
meters can be provided by the manufacturer and then used as input to computer codes for
determining the detector efficiency as a function of energy. More commonly, experimental
determinations of detector response are performed using certified calibration sources. One
standard measure of a Ge detector performance is the efficiency at 1332 keV relative to a 3x3
inch NaI crystal. This measurement is performed with a r_Co point source positioned 25 crn
from the detector face at normal incidence. For purposes of in situ gamma-ray spectrometry,
a more meaningful measurement is to determine the full absorption peak count rate per unit
incident fluence rate at a given energy for plane parallel radiation which requires a larger
source to detector distance. In the case of long Ge crystals, the standard measurement
distance of 25 cm underestimates the efficiency that would be achieved for in situ spectro-
metry since the distance to the effective crystal center is larger. True plane parallel incidence
would be accomplished for a point source at infinite distance. For practical applications,
however, a source distance of 1 to 2 m can suffice considering that the dimensions of a Ge
crystal are on the or 'er of a few cm or less.

The full absorption peak count rate N, sometimes referred to as the peak area, is com-
puted as the sum of the counts across those channels that represent a peak in the spectrum
minus the counts in the underlying continuum, sometimes referred to as the baseline or back-
ground. All modem full-function analyzers and software analysis packages allow the user to
set up a region of interest (representing the peak) and the peak area is automatically calculat-
ed. Generally, three to five channels on both the low and high energy side of the peak are
used as a basis to infer the continuum counts.

The fiuence rate, (_(E),at the detector is given by the expression

where R(E) is the gamma-ray emission rate at that energy and x is the source to detector
distance. The attenuation effect of the source encapsulation should be taken into account
along with that of the air between the source and detector, particularly for low energy
gamma rays and large values of r.

The determination of the ratio of No to _(E) must be done at several different energies
over the effective operating energy range of the instrument. For environmental gamma
radiation this range would be up to 2.615 MeV, a principal gamma-ray line of 2°STlin the
naturally occurring 232Thseries (although there may be applications for studying N-16 near
operating reactors, in which case an energy range of up to 7 MeV). The effective low end
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point will depend upon the type of detector, which would be about 60 keV for P-type Ge and
down to 10 keV for N-type.

Although almost any certified gamma source can be used to measure the detector effi-
ciency at a particular energy, the use of longer-lived isotopes is recommended so that mea-
surements can be repeated throughout the lifetime of the same detector. In addition, the use
of the same set of sources for two different detectors will reduce systematic differences in
their responses. It is also effective to use multiple gamma emitters such as lS2Euand lS4Eu
since they can provide many data points across a wide energy range. While these isotopes
generally introduce some difficulty in the interpretation of the detector response for close-in
geometries due to the effects of cascade coincidence summing, the effect is negligible at
source distances of a meter or more. Also, 241Am(59.5 keV), l_Cs (661.6 keV), and 6°(:o
(1173.2 keV and 1332.5 keV) are common isotopes that can provide data points at low, med-
ium, and high energies, respectively. Although it has a relatively short half-life of 1.9 years,
Z_Th provides a crucial high energy point at 2.615 from its progeny, 2°_I'l. Mixed gamma-ray
point sources specifically made for calibrating Ge detectors are regularly available from the
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST).

A precise determination of No/4)(E) should take into account that the calculation of the
fluence rate at the detector will depend upon the distance from the point source to average
point of interaction within the crystal and the window to crystal distance. At low energies
(<-100 keV), the penetration of the photons into the crystal is minimal and the distance to the
front surface can be taken to be the value of r plus the manufacturer's estimated window to
crystal distance. For high energies (>-1 MeV), the value of r can be measured to the geo-
metric midpoint of the crystal since the penetration is high and the interactions are spread
throughout. For medium energies, the mean penetration into the crystal can be estimated
from the photon cross section data for Ge or can be experimentally determined by plotting
the inverse of the square root of the peak count rate versus the source to window distance
for two or more distances. The intercept on the plots for a specific energy then represents
the effective penetration into the crystal at that energy plus the window to crystal distance.
An example of the results of this experimental determination are shown in Figure 3.1.

The precise value of r becomes less important as the source to detector distance increases
relative to the crystal dimensions. For a crystal that is 6 cm long, the difference in the
fluence rate at 1 m is close to 6% for front surface as opposed to crystal midpoint distances.
At 2 m the difference is reduced to 3%.

Once the value of No/(_(E) has been determined at several different energies, a poly-
nomial fit can be applied across the energy range. Alternatively, a simple straight-line fit on
a log-log plot is adequate between 300 and 2000 keV. This simplest of approaches fits the
data to within 3%. Since each source has some uncertainty in the quoted activity, a best fit
straight line is perhaps a more realistic choice over a forced fit curve with many points of
inflection. If suitable calibration sources are not available outside this energy range, extrapo-
lations of the straight-line fit down to 200 keV and up to 3 MeV would generally not intro-
duce significantly larger errors. For comparison, Figure 3.2 shows examples of calibration fits
for eight different detectors of various sizes, as measured by the manufacturer's quoted rela-
tive efficiency at 1332 keV.
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WINDOW-EFFECTIVE CRYSTALCENTER DISTANCE
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Figure 3.1. Window-effectivecrystalcenter distance as function of energy.
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Figure 3.2. Detectorresponse over the energy range 0.2 to 3.0 MeV
for eight differentdetectoreffidencies.
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EXAMPLE 1

A Measurement of N_J6at One Energy

A laTCssource with an activity of 10.28 _tCias of January 1, 1980 is used. The
energy is 662 keV, the gamma intensity is 852% and the half-life is 302 years. The
measurement was performed in April 1991. The aluminum encapsulation is listed as
attenuating the 662 photons by 1.2%. The mass attenuation coefficient for air at
662 keV is 0.076 cn_ g'_and the air density is 0.0012 gcm "_.The estimated effective
crystal center is 1.2 cm from the detectorface. The source is placed at a distance of
138.1 cm to the detector face. The measured peak count rate is 250.6 counts rain"1.

1. Calculate the gamma emission rate of the source.

units conversion: 10.28 gCi x 37000 Bq ttCf 1 = 380360 Bq
half-life correction: 380360 Bq x exp(-0.693 x 11,3/30.2) = 293482 Bq
gamma emission: 293482 Bq x 0.852 7 per disintegration = 250047 ¥ s"1

2. Calculate the flux at the detector.

source self-attenuation: 250047 ¥ s"1x .988 = 247046 Vs"1
air attenuation: 247046 7 s"1x exp(-138.1 x 0.076 x 0.0012) = 243954 ¥ s"1
geometry factor: 243954 ¥ s"1+ [4_(138.1 cm + 1.2 cm)2]= 1.001 ¥ cm"2s"1

3. Calculate the ratio.

Nolo = 250.6 cpm + 1.001 7 cm"2s"1= 250.3 counts rain"1per ¥ cm"2$.1
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E_RMPLE 2

Generation# anEf1_'ienc¥Curu,e

UsingtheprocedureshowninExampleI,thefollowingdataweregeneratedwith
various_nt sources:

122 1077
344 501
662 245
779 210

1086 155
1112 153
1408 128

These data are plotted on log-logpaper as shown below:
i
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Taking the data points at 0.3 MeV and 3 MeV off the straight-line portion of this
fit, the slope oJ the hne is

ay/ax = [!n(550) - in(60)] / [In(03 - In(3)] = 2.216/(- 2.302) = - 0.963

The intercept occurs at ln(E) = 0, which is E = 1 MeV. This is seen to be 173
and 1n(173) = 5.15. Thus the complete equation can be written as

ln(NJ#) = 5.15 - 0.963 ln(E)

or

(NJ_) = e(5'15- 0.963 1hE)

here E is in units of MeV. This equation can be used to compute the value of N,/_
r any energy between 300 keV and 2 MeV.
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ANGULAR RESPONSE

Althoughtheresponseofa detectortophotonfluxatnormalincidenceprovidesa
generalmeasureofthesensitivityforinsitumeasurements,theactualfullcalibrationofthe
detectorformostapplicationsinvolvestheresponseatotheranglesofincidencebecauseone
isgenerallymeasuringextendedsourcesintheenvironmentand notaimingthedetector
towardsa pointsource.Inthesecircumstances,photonswillbeincidenton thedetector
throughthesidewalland evenpossiblyatanglescorrespondingtoa photonpaththrough
thedewar. Forthisreason,some considerationmustbegiventothecrystalshape,dewar
sizeand detectororientationinthefield.

Due to the cylindrical shape of the Ge crystal, it can be assumed that there is a uniform
response about its axis of rotation. This can be checked experimentally for a detector to
insurethatthemounthtgstructurehasnotintroducedanysubstantialasymmetricalresponse
characteristics.Fortypicalapplicationsinthefield,theorientationofthedetectorshouldbe
withtheaxisofrotationPerpendiculartotheground,thuseliminatinganydependenceon
angleofphotonincidenceabouttheazimuth.

The response in the plane perpendicular to the detector face is generally not uniform. For
the measurement of a source in a half-space geometry where the detector is faced toward the
ground, the range of angles would be 0° (normal incidence to the detector face) to 90° (side-
wall incidence). This would be the ideal orientation for measuring ground sources, i.e., fac-
ing down with the dewar overhead. Although it may seem unconventional, it is still possible
to perform measurements over soil with the detector facing up and the dewar underneath.
In this case, the range in the photon angles of incidence would be 90° to 180°, relative to the
detector face. In either case, the detector response about the angles of photon incidence must
be determined. This is accomplished by counting point sources at a fixed distance at least
1 m at several angles. The Peak count rates at a given energy can be normalized to 0° inci-
dence and fitted to a smooth curve on a plot. Figures 3.3 and 3.4 show examples for two
different detectors across the full range in angles, 0° to 180°, where 0° represents normal
incidence on the detector face. The data in Figure 3.3 are for a detector with a small 1.2-L
cryostat, while the data in Figure 3.4 are for a detector with a dipstick cryostat in a 17-L
dewar. In practice, this later detector would be situated facing up in the field and the flux
would be incident in the range of 90° to 180°.

WhereasthetotalvolumeoftheGe crystaliscloselyrelatedtothequotedefficiency,the
shapeofthecrystalisthefundamentalcontrollingfactorforthevariationinresponseat
otherthannormalincidence.Basedon theoreticalconsiderations,and asfoundinexperi-
mentalstudieson detectors(Heiferand Miller,1988),a cylindricalcrystalwitha length(L)
greaterthanthediameter(D)willtendtohavea higherresponseatanglesoffnormalinci-
dence.The responsefora detectorwhereL islessthanD would tendtobeoppositetothis
sincelessthesurfaceareaispresentedtothefluenceatsidewallincidence.The variationin
responsewould beleastforcrystalswhere L o D. Ingeneral,responsevariationswithangle
would bemostpronouncedatlowerenergieswhere theefficiencywould berelatedtothe
effectiveareathatinterceptsthephotonfluence.At higherenergies,theangularresponse
characteristicsarelesssensitivetothecrystalshapesinceprimaryand secondaryabsorption
occursthroughoutthevolumeoftheGe crystal.To illustratethesecharacteristics,the
responses(relativetonormalincidence)forthreedifferentcrystalshapes(asmeasuredby the
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Figure 3.3. Angular response of a 21.7%efficiencydetectorwith a length to diameterratio
of .59, for three energies.
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Figure 3.4. Angular response of a 27.9%efficiencydetectorwith a length to diameter ratioof
.80, for three energies.
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L/D ratio) are presented for three separate energies in Figures 3.5, 3.6, and 3.7. These data
are indicative of the general behavior that would be found for Ge detectors, although the
exact angular response would be expected to vary among detectors with the same L/D ratio
because of different sizes and variations in attenuation properties associated with mounting
and housing. At very low energies (< 100 keV), the effects of attenuation by the detector
mounting and housing material can substantially reduce the efficiency for flux incident on
the detector sidewall and no general behavior can be predicted.
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Figure 3.5. Angular response over the range 0-90 ° at 122 keV for three
length-to-diameter ratios.
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Figure 3.6. Angular response over the range 0-90 ° at 662 keV for three
length-to-diameter ratios.
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Figure 3.7. Angular response over the range 0-90 ° at 1408 keV for three
length-to-diameter ratios.

The angular correction factor is computed as a weighted average of the normalized
detector response as a function of angle, N(O)/No, over the flux angular distribution,

__= 1 re? 0(0)_ d8 (3.2)No P No

For a detector positioned in a half space source geometry, the limits of integration in the
above equation would be 0 to _t/2. The sensitivity in the case of measurements over a soft
half space is maximized with the detector facing downward, in which case 0° is the perpendi-
cular to the ground plane and normal incidence at the detector face.

Equation 3.2 can be evaluated numerically using the experimental data for N(O)/N o, and
calculated values of (p(O)for different source energies and geometries.

Figure 3.8 shows the results for three different shape detectors for two different source
geometries, a plane source atop the ground and a uniformly distributed source with depth.
As explained previously, when the crystal length/diameter ratio is close to 1, a more uniform
angular response can be expected and this is also reflected in the behavior of the function

Nf/N o. Also, as expected, the angular response tends to flatten out at high energies, but can
vary quite a bit at low energies. Although the value of Nf/N o can be seen to vary consider-
ably for different detectors and as a function of energy for a given detector, there are only
minor differences for different source depth distributions. This results from the fact that, at a

given energy, the angular distribution of the fluence does not change dramatically with the
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source depth profile. This is fortunate in that a large error will not result in the measure-
ment of fluence rate if the source depth profile is not known.

The situation of a detector facing upward with the dewar underneath will result in a
lower efficiency for the measurement of radionuclides in soil. The dewar itself will substan-
tially attenuate the photon fluence from the ground underneath and, in general, the detector
mounting will result in a lower response at incident angles at the back end of the crystal.
However, since the angular distribution of the fluence is peaked toward the horizontal dire<:-
tion, the overall effect is not substantial. The data of Heifer and Miller (1988) indicate that
the value of NI/N o would only be reduced by a few percent for surface source distributions
for detector facing up as compared to facing down. For a uniform source distribution in the
soil, the reduction would be typically 10% to 20%.
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Figure 3.8. Angular correctlon factor as a function of energy for a plane and uniform source
distributions for three different detectors with length-to-diameter ratios as shown.
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EXAMPLE 3

DeterminationofN /N.atOneEner_,vandOneDet_hDistribution

Thefollowingpeakcountsweremeasuredwitha"TCsJourceatafixedd_anceof
1.5m totheGecnjstalcenter.Therelativeresponse(to0°,normalincidence)to_
thencalculatedandappearsinthesecondcolumn.

P.Cilg.C,,CJtm Relatit_P,esvonu

0 13532 1.00
15 13436 0.99
30 13000 0.96
45 12381 0.91
60 11828 0.87
75 11269 0.83
90 10707 0.79

Thesedataareplottedbelowandasmoothcurveisdrawn:
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Thisdetectoristobeusedinthefieldfacingdown.ThuJ,0= 0ob normal
incidence.TocalculateN/No,dataonthefluxdistributionasafunctionofanglee b
takenfromTable6inBecketal.(1972).Foreachranseinangles,thecorr_ponding
detectorraponseistakenfromthegraphabove.Thefollowingnumericalintcgratlon
is performed

O_) Rel_iwFlux Re_iw Rm,onse Flux,Rnvonu

0-26 0.06 0.99 0.059
26-37 0.07 0.96 0.067
37-46 0.07 0.93 0.065
46-53 0.08 0.91 0.073
53-60 0.09 0.89 0.080
60.66 0.09 0.86 0.077
66-73 0.12 0.84 0.101
73-79 0.12 0.82 0.098
79-84 0.15 0.81 0.122
84-90 0.15 0.80 0.120
T, 1.00 - 0.862

Theangularcorrectionfactor,N/No,forthisenergyandsourcedistributionisthuJ
0.86.

O0_OO0_
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EXAMPLE 4

GeneratIvnofa Curvefor N,,/No

UsingtheprocedureoutlinedinExample3,thefollow_ngvaluesofN/N owere
generatedfora detectorforfourdifferentenergiesandthreedifferentiourced_7_h
distributions:

60 0,57 0.54 0.47
122 0.81 0.77 0.69
662 0.89 0.86 0.83
1408 0.93 0.92 0.91

Thesed_ributionsareplottedbelowandfitwithasmoothcurve.Thesecurveswould
thenbesufficienttoprovidetheangularcorrectionfactorforvirtuallyanysituation.
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GENERIC CONVERSION FACTORS

In lieu of developing a full calibrationfor a detector, generic calibrationfactorscan be
applied ff a high degree of accuracyis not required. These factors were developed on the
basis of experimentalfindings on the response characteristicsof a numberof differentGe
detectors of various sizes and shapes and have been published in Heifer and Miller (1988).
The only parametersneeded are the manufacturer'squoted efficiencyat 1332keV, the crystal
L/D ratio,and the detectororientation in the field (faring up or down). These generic fac-
tors are estimated to have an uncertaintyof +10%at energiesabove 500 keV and :t:15%
between 200 and 500 keV. Due to the sensitivity of the response at low energies to indivi-
dual detector characteristics, they cannot be used below 200 keV.
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SECTION 4. INFERRED QUANTITIES

CONCENTRATION IN SOIL

Having determined the three separate quantities, No/#, NJN o, and _/A, their product
yields the desired conversion factor, Nr/A. For radior,uclides uniformly distributed with
depth in the soil ((z/p = 0), the term A is in units of activity per unit mass. As such, there is
no need to determine the soil density.

Although the assumption of a uniform profile in the soil for natural emitters is generally
safe, unusual situations where there is markedly different soil strata of varying nuclide con-
centration may produce anomalous results. This situation could arise if landscaping has been
performed where topsoil from a different area has been used. Also, evaluations of the _
series must be done with the awareness that _Rn escapes from the soft and that the impor-
tant gamma-emitting progeny, _4Pb and _Bi, may not be in equilibrium with =6Rain the
soil. In fact, there may be a measurable contribution to the fluence rate at 1 m above the soil
from the progeny in the air, particularly under atmospheric inversion conditions. Disequili-
brium is also possible for the _Th series due to the exhalation of _ (thoron), although this
is less likely to be as severe due to its relatively short half-life.

Another effect that may interfere with the interpretation of a spectrum is that of ZaRn
progeny scavenging during precipitation. In this situation the mPb and 21_Biassume a sur-
face source distribution that can considerably alter the flux and dose rate. For this reason
(and to keep people and equipment dry!), it is best to avoid measurements during and for
about 2 to 3 hours following rain.

It is possible to consider a fallout product as having a uniform profile if it is deeply distri-
buted or has been mixed through soil cultivation. Depending upon the source gamma
energy, plowing to depths of 15 to 30 cm essentially accomplishes this. Although the distri-
bution does not extend to infinity in a situation such as this, in terms of the total gamma
flux seen above ground, it is effectively infinite in depth. For in situ applications such as this,
the concentration that is measured can be considered as representative of the surface soil.

DEPOSITION/INVENTORY

For radionuclides that are exponentially distributed with depth (_/p > 0), the term A is
in units of activity per unit area. Although the results of analyses of environmental samples
are frequently reported in terms of concentration, the fundamental quantity that is of most
use for assessing fallout products is the deposition (sometimes referred to as deposition den-
sity or inventory). Whereas the deposition remains a constant, the concentration of a fallout
product will vary depending upon the depth distribution. To illustrate this point, consider a
radionuclide such as 137Csthat was deposited in an area 30 years ago from atmospheric
nuclear weapons testing. Where the surface soil has retained it, a sample down to 5 cm will
yield some concentration, x. On an adjacent strip of land that was plowed deeply, the same
sampling protocol will yield a concentration of perhaps only 0.2x. Obviously, this would be
a flawed scheme for investigating a potential local source of contamination. Instead, consider
a soil core that was taken down to 30 cm. The measured concentration of an aliquot of this
sample should be multiplied by the entire sample mass to give the total activity in the core
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and then divided by the sample area to give activity per unit area. This would yield the
same result for both sites. The only precaution is to sample to a great enough depth to
collect essentially all of the deposited activity.

In order to make an accurate assessment of deposited activity with in situ spectrometry,
an estimate or actual measurement of u/p must be made. As such, the time of deposition
must be taken into account and assurances that no erosional processes or human activities
such as plowing have disturbed the site. For fresh fallout that is dry deposited, the assump-
tion of a surface source (u/p = =0)is generally not justified due to the effects of soil surface
roughness which effectively buries the source and lowers the fluence at the detector. Wet
deposition processes will also tend to distribute the fallout within the surface soil layer such
that the assumption of a surface source would not be correct. Experience has shown that a
more realistic assumption of a/p would be on the order of I to 10 cm2 g-l. Depending upon
the degree of uncertainty that is acceptable, experimental determination of the profile may be
required via soil sampling. For deposition that occurred in the past, soil sampling is general-
ly required to obtain an accurate value of u/p. This will be discussed in Section 6.

In making measurements of deposition, one must be aware of the sensitivity of the
inferred inventory to the value of u/p. Figure 4.1 shows an example of the resul_ of a cali-
bration for a 22% efficient Ge detector. The conversion factor, Nf/A, is plotted as a function
of the source depth constant, u/p, for the commonly encountered fission product 137Cs. The
conversion factor is seen to change relatively little for values of ec/p > 1 cm2 g-I (shallow
source depth distribution) as compared to values of u/p < 1 cm2 g-1 (deep source depth dis-
tribution). In effect, the error made in inferring the source activity will not be large for a
fresh deposition event even if the profile is not precisely known. Conversely, if a measure-
ment of aged fallout is made, accurate results will only be obtained if the profile is deter-
mined by some independent means, i.e., soil sampling.
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Figure 4.1. Conversion factor Nf/A as a function of the source depth parameter u/p.
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DOSE RATE IN AIR

One of the most useful quantities that can be determined with in situ gamma-ray spectro-
metry is the dose rate in air (or the exposure rate) for the individual radionuclides present at
a site. To do this, the results of transport calculations are used for the infinite half space geo-
metry and the exponential source distribution. The conversion factors, I/A, exposure rate
per unit activity in the soil, can be found in Beck et al. (1972) and Beck (1980). One can
incorporate these factors directly into the detector calibration using the relationship

lqI = IV[[,4 (4.1)
I IIA

where Nf/I is the full absorption peak count rate per unit exposure rate for that nuclide.

The factor I/A takes into account all of the gamma rays emitted in the decay of that
nuclide. Therefore, one does not have to analyze every peak for that nuclide. In practice,
however, it is best to analyze more than just one peak, especially if they are well separated in
energy to check agreement.

What is not obvious in this analysis is the fact that the derived quantity, Nf/I, is less sen-
sitive to (x/p than is Nf/A. This results from the fact that as the source distribution in the
soil gets deeper, the primary flux decreases relatively rapidly compared to the scattered com-
ponent. This scattered component still contributes to the dose rate. To illustrate this,
Figure 4.2 compares these to the two calibration factors Nf/I and Nf/A as a function of the
relaxation depth, if1, where the soil density = 1.6 g cm"3. This range in depth profiles
extends from a fresh deposit to one that is perhaps 30 years old. It can be seen that the
exposure rate factor varies by only 50% or so whereas the inventory factor varies by about a
factor of 7. Thus, only a rough estimate of the depth profile is needed to predict the dose
rate. At the same time, substantial errors can be made in the inventory estimate if the wrong
depth profile is used.
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ii

EXAMPLE 5

Com_utation of N,/A and N_I for One Nuclide at One Ener_

The factors to convert from peak count rate to the concentration in the soil and to
dose rate in air are desired for the 352 line of mPb (Z_Useries). The detector is the
s"me as in Examples 1-4.

1. Determine the flux per unit activity.

Since this is a natural radionuclide, it will be assumed that there is a uniform
distribution in the soil. Using Table I from Beck et al. (1972) and interpolating
from the values in the column for o./p = O, the flux at 352 keV is 4.65 _ cm"2s.
This value is per unit gamma emission per gram of soil. If the intensity of this
line is 0.366 y per disintegration, then

_/A = 0.366 x 4.65 = 1.70 y cm2 g per Bq g.1 = 0.00170 "tcm2 s"_per Bq kg"z

2. Determine the response at normal incidence per unit flux.

From Example 2, we apply the equation of the fit at 352 keV (0352 MeV):

ln(NJ#_) = 5.15 - 0.963 1n(0.352) = 6.155

No/_ = e6"155= 471 counts min"1per ¥ cm2 s_

3. Determine the angular correctionfactor.

Given a uniform profile, we use the graph from Example 4 and see that for
oL/p= O,at 352 keV, Nt/No = 0.87.

4. Compute the product of the three factors.

NI/A = CO/Ax No/cOx Nf/No = 0.00170x 471 x 0.87 = 0.697countsrain"1per Bq kg"1

5. Apply the concentration to dose rate in air conversion factor.

The factor can be found in the conversion table at the back of this report or in
Heifer and Miller (1988). This factor takes into account all of the other gamma
lines in the Z3sUseries and assumes secular equilibrium.

Nl/l = Nf/A + I/A = 0.697/0.45 = 1.55 counts min1 pernGy h"_
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SECTION 5. RADIATION SOURCES IN THE ENVIRONMENT

NATURAL EMITTERS

Virtually any spectrum collected over soil will reveal the presence of the three primordial
natural radmnuclides, 23SU,Z_Th, and 4°K. In the case of Z'_U, detection is made through the
analysis of its progeny, principally 214pband 2t4Bi. For 2a2Th,the progeny Z28Acand 2°_T1are
commonly used. As mentioned previously, these radionuclides are generally distributed uni-
formly with depth in the soil. As such, the appropriate quantity to report is the concentra-
tion, i.e., the specific activity (pCi g-l, Bq kg"1,etc.). Since these natural radtonuclldes are
likely to contribute substantially to the total gamma flux, the exposure rate or dose rate in air
is a useful quantity to report as well. AS explained in the following section, the summation
of all contributions to the dose rate should be made and compared to a reading from an
instrument such as a PIC.

Table 5.1 lists some of the more prominent peaks that are seen in a spectrum and which
are the best to analyze. AS a standard practice, the conversion factors Nf/A and/or Nf/I
should be computed for these lines, as they will almost always be used.

One characteristic of an in situ spectrum is that the continuum rises substantially at low
energies from the absorption of scattered radiation in the air by the Ge crystal. This makes it
difficult to detect and analyze peaks below about 200 keV. For instance, the rather weak
186 keV peak from 226Rasuperimposed on this large continuum does not usually give highly
precise results due to the counting error.

One cosmogenically produced isotope that can sometimes be seen is 7Be (478 keV, 53 day
half-life). Since it is produced in the atmosphere and deposited on the earth's surface, it can
be expectedto have an exponential profile like that of a typical fission fallout product. Due
to its short half-life, it can also be expected to lie close to the soil surface and thus have a
high value of ot/p.

FALLOUT EMI'ITERS

Due to nuclear weapons testing in the atmosphere, measurable amounts of the fission
product 137Cscan be seen in surface soils around the world. Also, many areas, especially in
Europe, show the activation product, _34Cs,along with additional amounts of 137Csfrom
Chernobyl fallout. Other, less intense, and shorter-lived isotopes from Chernobyl, such as
125Sband l°6Ru, can be sometimes seen as well.

For common fallout products such as _2k3band l°6Ru and for other isotopes that one
would expect to encounter, it is useful to determine the conversion factor Nf/A and plot it
for several different values of (x/p. A smooth curve can be drawn through the points or a fit
can be applied, as shown in Figure 4.1.

For in situ applications where there is potential for inhomogeneity in the horizontal distri-
bution of deposited activity due to sparse ground cover, accurate measurements can still be
performed providing that the scale of these inhomogeneities is small in comparison to the
field of view of the detector. As an example, fallout in semi-arid regions may tend to clump
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under scattered plants from the effects of wind blown soil. If the depth distribution of the
radtonuclides is approximately the same for bare ground, as well as under the plants, no
correction is needed as the application of the appropriate conversion factor for that depth
distribution will yield the average inventory for that site. However, it is possible that there
may be two or more distinct depth profiles associated with the various ground covers in
which case separate determinations must be made. The infinite half space in this circum-
stance can be considered a collection of subspaces, each with its own characteristic radio-
nuclide inventory and depth profile. The conversion factor for field spectrometry is then
computed as an average, weighted by the fraction of the total deposited activity associated
with each ground cover. An estimate of this can be made through selected soil sampling to
determine the inventory and by measuring the fraction of the half space for each ground
cover. In a strict sense, the in situ spectrum in this situation does not provide an indepen-
dent measure of the deposited activity in that there is a reliance on the data provided by the
soil samples. However, the average conversion factor is bounded by the range in respective
values for each type of ground cover. This range may be small compared to the variation in
deposition density so that the in situ spectrum provides a reasonably accurate average with-
out resorting to far more extensive soil sampling. For more details on this subject, the reader
is referred to Miller and Heifer (1985).

COSMIC RADIATION

A portion of the continuum seen in a Ge spectrum is due to the interaction of cosmic-ray
secondary radiation in the crystal. The de_ree of this contribution can be estimated from the
count rate above the 2.615-MeV line from '_"TI. Generally, it ts a small fraction of the count
rate due to terrestrial gamma radiation. The overall effect is to increase somewhat the error
associated with the analysis of a peak in the spectrum in that the continuum under that peak
is slightly higher.

It is important to realize, however, that a measurement of the external dose rate will
include a contribution from the cosmic component. Many survey instruments have some
response to cosmic radiation. If a comparison is made between a survey instrument reading
and the sum of the dose rates inferred from peak analysis with a Ge detector, it must be
remembered that the latter provides only the terrestrial gamma component.

In general, the dose rate from cosmic radiation increases towards the earth's poles and
decreases toward the equator. For mid-latitudes, Figure 5.1 provides a useful conversion
from altitude/pressure to cosmic-ray dose rate. A reading with a pressure meter would be
the preferred method with which to infer the cosmic-ray component. In place of this, a geo-
logical survey map can be used to find one's altitude. In using this chart, a limitation on its
accuracy must be recognized. There are variations of a few percent with the 11-year solar
cycle and somewhat smaller variations with season. During periods of maximum solar activ-
ity (as measured by sunspots for instance), the cosmic component tends to be lower, while
during periods of a "quiet" sun it is higher. The overall uncertainty given both these spatial
and temporal variations is estimated to be on the order of 10%.
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Table 5.1

Principal Gamma Ray Energies for the Analysis
of Natural Radionuclldes

Energy (keY) Nuclide Parent Series Counts

186 _'6Ra 2"U low intensity, high continuum,
cannot be resolved from a3SU

peak at 185 key

239 21aPb a3ZTh strong peak, contribution from
aa4Ra peak at 241 keY,
interference from a_4Pb peak at
242 key

295 a14Pb neU generally clean peak, fairly
strong

352 a_4Pb _'U generally clean, strong peak

583 '°*TI Z32Th generally clean, strong peak

609 a_4Bi Z3'U strong peak, interference from
605 keV peak if 134Cs is present

911 n°Ac a3aTh generally clean, strong peak

965+969 n'Ac 2nTh doublet, not as strong as 911
peak

1120 '_4Bi a_'U reasonably strong, continuum
relatlvely low

1461 4°K - clean, strong, only peak for this
nuclide

1765 '_4Bi 23'U reasonably strong, continuum low

2615 2°'TI haTh clean, strong, continuum very low
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SE_ON 6. QUALITY ASSURAN_

ERROR ESTIMATES

Sourcesofrandom and systematicuncertaintiesforinsituspectrometryincludedevia-
tionsintheassumedsourcegeometryparameters,solldensityand massattenuationcoeffi-
cients,detectorparameters,and countingstatistics.Forthecaseofa freshdepositionevent,
thesourcegeometryand soilparametersarenotcrucial.Itisunlikelythaterrorsgreater
than10% would resultsincethesourceisnearthesoilsurface.Formore deeplydistributed
radionuclides,errorsrelatingtodeparturesfromtheassumedsourcegeometryand soilmedi-
um attenuationarenotreadilypredictable.Forthisreason,ItIsimportanttocorroborate
estimatesofinventorywithindependentmethodssuchassoilsampling(seebelow).

Systematicerrorsrelatingtodetectorcalibrationcanbeestimatedbasedon thequoted
uncertaintiesofthecalibrationsourcesused.Theseerrorswould tendtobearound3% or

less.Calibrationsourceuncertaintyisnota factorfortheangularresponsedetermination
sincethemeasurementsarenormalized.Thereis,however,a few percentuncertaintyinthe
applicationofa valueofNI/Nodue tovariationsintheangulardistributionofthefluxwlth
sourcedepthprofileand any experimentalerrorinthemeasurementofanglesduringthe
calibration.

One sourceoferrorthatshouldbereportedand whichiseasytoestimateisthestatistical
countingerror(sometimesreferredtoas:i:I o)foreachpeakanalyzed.Softwarepeakanaly-
sisroutinesgenerallycalculatesuchan error.Ifnot,a basicestimateisgivenby thesquare
rootofthesum ofthepeak(net)countsand thegrosscountsintheregionofinterest.The
relativeerrorwould simplybethisquantitydividedby thepeakcounts.

As a generalqualitycontrolpractice,thedetectorcalibrationshouldbe checkedon a
regularbasis.To do this,thevalueofN/4_canbemeasuredattwo energies,onehighand
theotherlow,and fortwo angles,normalincidenceand sidewallincidence.The detector
performanceovertimeshouldbe evaluatedasany deteriorationintheenergyresolution
couldpointtolossinefficiencyaswell.Ifthedetectorisrepairedby themanufacturer,a
completerecalibrationmay benecessary,particularlyifthecrystalhasbeenreworked.

SOURCE DEPTH PROFILE DETERMINATIONS

In certain in situ applications, and particularly for deposited radionuclides that have
weathered into the soil, one would like to ascertain the source depth distribution. This can
be done by taking soil samples from different depths. One of the easiest ways in which to
do this is to hammer a corer (sometimes referred to as a cookie cutter) in to the ground and
remove a soil section. If the soil bore hole does not collapse, one can continue the procedure
to greater depths with longer corers, taking care not to spill topsoil into the hole. Alterna-
tively, once the corer is in the ground, the area is defined and various depth layers can be
carefully spooned out. It is best to take several cores in this manner, and composite the
samples. More complete information on soil sampling can be found in the EML Procedures
Manual.
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Useful depth increments for the determination of a/p are 0 - 2.5 cm, 2.5 - 5 cm (or a
combined 0 - 5 cm), 5 - 10 crn, 10 -15 crn, and 15 - 30 cm (or a combined 10 - 30 cm). Uni-
fortuity of the natural emitters with depth can be checked by counting these samples in a
laboratory based shielded detector. Moreover, a plot of the concentration with depth for
man-made activity can yield the depth penetration factor a/p. A convenient method is to
compute the total activity in the core (assuming it was of great enough depth to contain all of

the deposited activity) and the fraction of the total below a given depth versus that depth.
The depth should be in terms of mass per unit area (gcm" ), which is simply the original wet
mass divided by the area of the corer. A straight-line fit to the data points provides a slope
whichis_tstthevalueofa/p (cm2g.1).Figures6.1and 6.2show severalexamplesofdepth
profilesthatweredeterminedinthismanner.
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Figure 6.1. Fraction of inventory below mass depth, pz, over a field and forest location
in Sagamore Hill, New York.
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Figure 6.2. Fraction of inventory below n_l._sdepth, pz, over a field and forest location
in Shawangunk, New York.

COMPARISONS TO SOIL SAMPLES

'l'ne simplest comparison to make between in situ spectrometry and soft sample analysis
is a comparison of concentrations for the natural emitters. Some caution is needed here for
the 2"_SU-_ series, however, since the emanation of turn from either the soil in the field or
from the sample complicates matters. Typically, disequilibrium on the order of 10% to 20%
can result if the soil is open to the free air. This would be the case for surface soU. For a
sample that has been sealed in a container (not porous to radon and with no air space at the
top where radon could collect and the progeny could plate out) equilibrium would be achiev-
ed in several half-lives, about 3 weeks.

Another factor to consider in the 23SUseries is 21°Pb(22 year half-life). Since this nuclide
follows zz_tn in the decay chain, it cannot be expected to be in _uilibrium for surface soils.
In wet regions, it is likely to have a higher concentration than 2'_Ra and in dry regions, a
lower concentration.

An important consideration in making a comparison with soft samples is soil moisture
content. Generally, samples are dried before counting. In order to make a valid comparison
to in situ measurements, it is necessary to weigh the sample wet and correct the dry concen-
tration to wet concentration. This might typically be a 10% to 25% correction.

Comparisons of fallout activity are generally best made in terms of activity per unit area
as pointed out before. Due to the potential inhomogeneity in the horizontal distribution of
fallout activity, a representative soil sample would generally have to measure several hun-
dred cm2 and be comprised of several cores from different spots.
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COMPARISONS TO TOTAL IONIZATION

One of the best techniques to employ for quality assurancepurposes is to make a dose
ratecomparison between resultsobtained with the Ge detectorand those of another instru-
ment. Forinstance, the total dose rate in air from penetratingradiation (gamma and cosmic)
in the environment can be made fairlyaccuratelywith a properlycalibratedpressurized ioni-
zation chamber. This can be compared with the sum of the dose rates for each nuclide from
spectrometricdeterminationswith the cosmic component added in. Agreementto within
:t.5%is a sign that the detectorcalibrationis good and that the assumed source geometry is
correct. Disagreement by more than 10%points to a calibrationproblem or s radical
departure from the assumed source geometry.
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USEFUL CONVERSION FACTORS

1R - 2.58x 104C kg"I

imCi km"2- 37Bq m "2

I mCl km"2m 1nCim "2

I mCi km "2s 0,1pCicm"2

1 pClg'_- 2.22dpm g.1

1 pCl g-1= 37 Bq kg"1

OtherFactors

I _R h"I--,8.7nGy h"I

fora sollhalf-space:

I pCig.1of2aaU+ progeny_ 1.90I_Rh"I
1 Bq kg"Iof2aSU+ progeny_ 0.45nGy h"I

1 pCig.1ofZa2Th+ progeny_ 2.82_ h"I
IBq kg"Iof_ + progeny_ 0.66nGy h"I

1pCi g.1of 4°K--*0.179I_Rh"I
IBq kg"Iof4°K_ 0.042nGy h"I
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SECTION 7. SUGGESTED READINGS

Publications of EML (HASL)

Beck, H. L.
"Exposure Rate Conversion Factors for Radtonuclides Deposited on the Ground"
USDOE ReportEML-378(1980)
Tableslistingtheexposurerateperunitdepositedactivityforover100ofthemostcommonfiuion
isotopesandover50activationproducts.Theconwrsionfactorsaregivenforfourdifferentsource
depthprofilesrangingfroma recentdepositioneventtoanagedfalloutsituation.

Beck,H. L.

'ThePhysicsofEnvironmentalGamma RadiationFields"
J.A.S.Adams, W. M. Lowder,and T.F.Gesell(Editors)
In:The NaturalRadiationEnvironmentIf,CONF-720805-PI,pp.101-134(1972)
A fundamentalreviewofthepropertiesofgamma radiationfieldsintheenvironment.Basicflux,
exposurerate,andangulardistributiondata.

Beck,H. L.,J.DeCampo, and C.V.Gogolak
"InsituGe(Li)and NaI(TI)Gamma-ray Spectrometry"
USDOE ReportHASL-258(1972)

The "Bible" of i_ gamma spectrometry. A complete description of theory and application with
handy reference tables. As useful today as when it was first published.

f Chieco, N. A., D. C. Bogen, and E. O. Knutson (eds.)
"EML Procedures Manual"

USDOE Report HASL-300, 27th edition, Vol. 1, Section 3, February (1992)
Information on the instrument systems and techniques employed for environmental radiation
measurements with emphasis on calibration procedures. Devices covered include Ge and Nal
detectors, pressurized ionization chambers, and thermoluminescenco dosimeters.

Heifer, I. K., and K. M. Miller
"Calibration Factors for Ge Detectors Used for Field Spectrometry"
Health Physics 55, 15-29 (1988)

For those who do not have the time or resources to calibrate their detector, this reference contains
equations and tables that provide generic factors based on a manufacturer's quoted specifications
for the Ge crystal. Above energies of 500 keV, these factors are estimated to be accurate to within
10%.

Miller, K. M.
"A Spectral Stripping Method for a Ge Spectrometer Used for Indoor Gamma Exposure Ra_e

Measurements"
USDOE Report EML-419 (1984)

A more advanced topic for exlJeriencedgamma spectroscopists. This technique involves additional
experimental determinations of detector response and the application of an unfolding routine. It
yields the incident flux spectrum (both primary and scattered) which can then be converted to
exposure rate. No knowledge of the source geometry is needed.
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Miller, K. M., and I. K. Heifer
"In situ Measurements of laTCsInventory in Natural Terrain"
in: Environmental Radiation '85, Proceedings of the Eighteenth Midyear Topical Symposium

of the Health Physics Society, pp. 243-251 (1985)
The basic approach is described for making measurements at sites with sparseground cover where
fallout was deposited many years ago and where it is likely to have been redistributed by wind and
water erosion.
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